
Issue
# Category Description

General

60294 Feature jre 1.9 support

60990 Feature update log4j to log4j2

— Feature Update to Tomcat 8.5 with HTTP2 experimental support

— Feature Add configuration options to control javamail library socket timeouts

Scalix WebAccess

— Feature Open Scalix web Access in same window as login window.

60559 Bug Scalix 12.6 SWA - Contacts not syncing properly with OL

60933 Bug First email address in response gets encoded

60332 Bug SWA filter does not let me see any messages

60727 Bug Umlaute in SWA (Calendar invitation)

60794 Bug js popup error during attempt saving task

60935 Bug selecting email during fetching message headers shows content not for this
message

60924 Bug SWA uncapable of loading/showing my emails

60791 Bug SWA error while fetching messages in calendar folder

60508 Bug SWA 12.6 not displaying mails in INBOX

61096 Bug swa save draft msgs failures .

61095 Bug swa nullpointer on login.

60853 Bug cloud not save Appointment. NullPointer exception on fetch .

61026 Bug remote address book with LDAP in SWA

60852 Bug unable to download attachment using SWA interface

61057 Bug Could not sent email from swa because of wrong character

61065 Feature manage connected devices through ActiveSync

60318 Bug java.lang.NullPointerException [Calendar.loadTaskFromPlatform:]

60945 Feature ignore 'undisclosed-recipients:' in swa for Reply ALL

60734 Bug Scalix 12.6 SWA - Search problem with First AND LastName

60693 Bug Scalix 12.6 SWA - Search for 'a' does not return any match
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60979 Bug swa error popup - cannot read property length of undefined. Appointments

60738 Bug swa will override some VTODO attributes and will set properties which it
knows

60572 Feature Scalix 12.6 SWA - Quick search behavior

60944 Bug selected messaged does not highlighted as it should

60735 Bug Changing colors for selected items

60950 Bug css style rules in reply body

60951 Bug after switching from Text Plain editor mode to Rich text (HTML ) there are
no To , CC fields

60696 Bug swa breaks new line delimiter on reply and response sends like one big
line

60717 Bug Scalix 12.6 SWA - CTRL+ keys do not work as expected

60804 Feature Import ICS file on SWA?

60406 Bug java.io.FileNotFoundException: /tmp/xxxxx

60405 Bug failed to save draft

60792 Bug failed to parse ics - MapiException

60946 Bug swa escaping special characters

60917 Feature Attaching files using drag&drop in SWA

Scalix Messaging Services

60801 Bug get notifications NullPointerException

60530 Bug Scalix 12.6 : Wrong JSON format on API output for empty collection

61062 Bug Api vcard renderer is not working

61062 Bug Api vcard renderer is not working

60988 Bug ICAL body is empty when user requested detail=text/calendar and email is
not IPM.Appointment

60994 Bug
on forwarding or replying to message first line of inline email text is in the
same line as response but must be lower(new line delimiter does not work
as expected)

60977 Bug sync key increasing when saying getChanges=false

61064 Bug ical net.fortuna.ical4j.data.ParserException: Error at line 12:Expected [61],
read [59]

60254 Bug OutOfMemoryError processing fetching messages
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60937 Bug postgresql - deadlock detected at character 13

60846 Bug [DavController.processRequest:116] Got Exception:
java.lang.NullPointerException

60587 Bug M00017 could not get MIME message
Message:java.lang.NullPointerException

60906 Bug Current user logged in user can use another principal in uri

60899 Bug CalDAV collection is slow on a large public calendar

60886 Bug session is valid but it removed from sessionNotification map

60919 Bug webdav getting INBOX folder content failed with 500 - internal error.

60922 Feature Redirect to /api/dav when user tries to load /api/

60845 Bug org.hibernate.service.UnknownServiceException: Unknown service
requeste d [org.hibernate.stat.spi.StatisticsImplementor]

61014 Bug some missing calndar entries under thunderbird Lightnig

60848 Bug imap CLOSE_WAIT leaks could be from api side

60928 Bug unable to use alias for dav protocol

60547 Bug [MessageRef.init:51] Could not format set flags as integer value.

60921 Bug ResolvePrincipalInterceptor allow to use another email

61068 Bug sync request failed with Invalid query for SyncKey={4a418923-163d-4e2e-
899b-bfe0aa0e2180}3

Installer

61055 Bug (Debian installer) Support Working with subdomains

60820 Bug (Debian installer) better determine mail node name

60998 Feature ask to run `yum install *jre*.1.8|...` if we could not determine suitable
version of jre in our distribution

60871 Bug installer does not configure web application if it failed to start scalix-server

Scalix Management Services

60306 Bug BASE64Encoder is internal proprietary API and may be removed in a
future release [javac] BASE64Encoder b64Enc = new BASE64Encode

60651 Feature Scalix 12.6 SAC - Mailnode quota sanctions setting does not offer to restart
related services

60649 Bug SAC 12.6.0.14741 - Problems on some features

60996 Feature include existing saclets into package for SAC. folder with saclets is
/opt/scalix/web/saclets
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Scalix Search and Indexing Services

60952 Bug search fails when trying to seach 'from' field

60693 Bug Scalix 12.6 SWA - Search for 'a' does not return any match

Scalix Wireless

60624 Bug Follow up Flag not set for email from mobile device using AS

60330 Bug IO operation was interrupted while modifying message flags

60627 Bug AS search element Range is optional

61061 Bug public folders does not sync to mobile devices

60664 Bug email synced to device without follow up flag (FLAGGED)

60902 Bug ActiveSync went crazy

60625 Bug item can be created as new if device sent Change command and api could
not find it.

60626 Bug scalix AS does not save device information for some devices

61003 Feature add support for AS encoded query request.

61005 Bug do not throw exception when Appointment data is empy

61006 Bug handle complex email -> multipart/mixed / multipart/related ...

61007 Feature show ical part - scalix server may not set IPM.Appointment to the email
and then appointment data will be missing in AS device

61008 Feature separate log file for http client (scalix-wireles-client-activity)

61038 Bug unable to use more than one account at mobile device using ActiveSync.

61046 Bug ical parse - Unexpected error calculating initial onset

60839 Bug Android does not show inline images

60840 Bug Unicode attachment name shows incorrect at mobile device

60847 Bug IO operation was interrupted while creating the folder: Unwanted

60800 Bug Folder not found - on Sync request

60842 Bug (Regression) ]]> is not legal for a JDOM CDATA section: CDATA cannot
internally contain a CDATA ending delimiter (]]>).

60907 Bug Exception during applying changes from mobile for non-existing folder.

60855 Bug Error in encoded stream: needed 4 valid base64 characters but only got 2
before EOF

60887 Bug empty emails on device
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— Bug force send ServerId as opaque string

61098 Bug could not decode msg part(javax.mail.MessagingException: Unknown
encoding: )

Scalix Connect for Outlook

61085 Feature update OpenSSL library

60496 Bug Possible Bug: Special Folder's name are not changing in Folder Pane
according to languages for the Portuguese and Spanish Locale in outlook

50041 X.400-style name/address generated for To: user in textual header within
Reply using OL2013

61051 Bug Scalix Connect Rules Wizard not opening on Outlook in pt_BR

60719 Bug Scalix Connect 12.6 build 6 - Initial setup does not validate SSL and skips
one setup step

61058 Bug Outlook + Connect shows blank email listing pane

60953 Bug Unable to connect to Outlook 2016 (32 bit) on Windows 7

61034 Bug Forwarded/Replied internal emails changing email address

60223 Bug Scalix + Outlook

61009 Bug wrong Email header for the sender

61056 Bug problem outlook 2016

60803 Feature Scalix Connect translation to pt_BR

61087 Feature update Visual C++ Redistributable at least to 2015

61086 Bug remove dublicated PR_LAST_MODIFICATION_TIME on search

61084 Bug Outlook does not want to start right after Connection was installed

Scalix Active Directory Extensions (ADE)

60913 Bug AD schema extension do not work on Win Server 2016

60832 Feature ActiveSync enable/disable option is missing in AD Integration Environment

61016 Bug Urgent Missing scalix attributes after AD GUI Extentions installation

61090 Feature add all supported lang to AD tab - Advanced properties tab

Scalix Server

60798 Bug Internal bug fix: X-SCALIX-ID in license monitor

60879 Bug Internal bug fix: er_EnhLogMsg in use list

61012 Bug Internal bug fix: LdapAgent in ldap sync


